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ground. It is at this level, where O’Brien takes the greatest risk in attempting to distill the meaning of a dynamic
Anthony O’Brien writes with moving commitment historical moment, that his study is both provocative and
on a range of South African literary and cultural texts; revealing. This is a book that extols virtues of diacritiranging from the reactions of writers such as Andre Brink cal debate, seeing in it the potential spark of critical and
and Albie Sachs to the 1994 elections, Njabulo Ndebele’s
transformative praxis, and it is on this level of construcneo-Arnoldian prescription for a post-apartheid literative engagement that I would like to note some producture, the worker-poets and grass-roots cultural activism tive weaknesses of Against Normalization.
of the 1980s, the representations and elisions of race in
Becket, Havel and Maponya, South African feminisms,
O’Brien’s foreword tells us that the book is the rethe work of Bessie Head, Arthur Nortje, Dambudzo sult of ’several trips to South Africa, Botswana, and the
Marachera, and Nadine Gordimer. If these are largely fa- School of Oriental and African Studies at the University
miliar and well-worn critical sign posts in South African of London’, as well as ’the University of Dakar (as it was
English literary studies, O’Brien succeeds in both ele- called then) in Senegal’, and Botswana (p. x). In South
gantly summarising familiar critical debates and, here Africa, O’Brien visited the University of the Witwaterand there, adding an original insight (see particularly srand, the University of Cape Town, the University of the
the Beckett-Havel-Maponya connection). While South Western Cape, the University of Fort Hare, Rhodes UniAfrican literary scholars will find the gaps and misread- versity, and the University of Natal (both its Durban and
ings of local debates irritating–and the selection of the Pietermaritzburg campuses). The latter appears to have
’most radical texts in South African literature of the provided the most productive environment and gratieighties’ (p. 5) is highly contentious–there is here an tude is expressed ’particularly [to] Margaret Daymond,
undoubtedly genuine attempt to grasp the complexity to whom I owe a deep debt of gratitude … The influence
of the South African context. The real interest here is of her beautifully edited collection of South African Femnot so much the analysis of literary texts as the politico- inisms can be felt throughout this book’ (p. xi). I mention
historical narrative constructed as the context for these these prefatory details in order to introduce the theme
reflections.
of location and solidarity, which is essential to O’Brien’s
study. Foregrounding the question of positionality is the
Apart from the competent reading of literary texts, central modality of Against Normalization, which is inas an ’outsider’ O’Brien is forced to rely on selective formed by an inclusive partisan intent and a complex and
perspectives for the political context he wishes to fore- shifting temporal and emotive register.
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The confessional opening words of the Introduction
lay out the key terms:

apartheid and persists well after the watershed election
of 1994, namely, how to construct an expressive culture
that springs from, and responds to, and shapes visions of
“The shape this book has taken reflects the momen- economic and political democracy deeper than ballot box
tous changes in South Africa during the time of its com- democracy, parliamentary representation, liberal capitalposition. Writing between 1992 and 1998 on radical ism, cultural pluralism, and the Enlightenment discourse
impulses in South African literature and politics in the
of rights … Here my assumption is that we have much
1980s, I began with a sense of the high tide of antiato learn from the South African case about the general
partheid struggle in the late eighties as the vivid present, debates that rage today over social explanation and the
both of South African culture and of its representations interpretation of culture, especially in African and postabroad. Gradually, however, it became clear that 1990, colonial studies” (pp. 2-3).
with the release of Mandela and the somewhat demobilizing onset of negotiations, marked the waning of the resThe South African settlement, the stalemated revoluonant insurgency and militant hope of the Mass Demo- tion, is simultaneously seen as an exemplary moment and
cratic Movement of that period. With a growing aware- the vindication of progressive democratic struggle: ’The
ness of how the South African transition was shifting the South African case is wonderfully instructive, in a time
questions posed to radical imagination and interpretation when the great oppositional political movements and the
(including their ramifications in global culture and poli- acuity of the theory they gave rise to seem to have failed
tics), the book became more and more a retrospect on to bring in lasting radical change …’ (p.8). This is not
the 1980s–My readings of the radical eighties–are thus least because of the ’relative strength of Marxism’ in ’the
embedded in an engagement with a putatively ”normal- South African cultural economy’ (p.7). Although O’Brien
ized“ postapartheid culture, and came to be a contes- concedes ’I am conscious that the left in the North is
tatory argument precisely against any normalization of tempted to project onto places like South Africa its own
the present that would foreclose ”radical democracy“, my failed hopes’, the process of ’globalization from below’ (p.
shorthand for the spirit of eighties culture and a term 8) is taken to mean that deep structural connections can
whose scope is developed chapter by chapter in the book be made between the various components of the global
through the different and distinctive meanings each of cultural economy.
the writers gives it … The book is thus the record of one
O’Brien’s oscillating ambivalence between a sense of
reader’s engagement with the literary South Africa that
failure
and the euphoria of victory usefully captures the
emerged for cultural critics steeped in the antiapartheid
contradictions
and torsions prevalent in debates concernmovement of the North” (pp. 1-2).
ing South Africa. Flickering between loss and vindicaWritten between 1992 and 1998, O’Brien’s text retro- tion, resentment and inspiration, Against Normalization
spectively looks back to the radical eighties as the high- levels out history into a moral fable concerning the oppoint of antiapartheid struggle. We do not learn if the au- portunism of erstwhile revolutionaries and the mendacthor was actually in South Africa during the eighties. The ity of fellow-travellers. The complexities of history are
process of negotiated settlement further intensifies the smoothed over; for example, the use of violence in the
sense of retrospection and ’the book became more and eighties by the United Democratic Front to achieve hegemore a retrospect on the 1980s’. However, since the focus mony in the townships, particularly its often-murderous
was already in the first place retrospective, the ’waning campaign against radical Trotskyite grouplets in the
of militant hope’ appears to have provoked an intensifi- Western Cape. The violence of the struggle was not
cation of retrospection, moving from the celebratory to unidirectional or containable, which is one of the reathe valedictory. Mourning the ’spirit of eighties culture’ sons that the historic compromise was embraced with excombines the commemorative with a sense of belated- hausted relief rather than total satisfaction.
ness as the revolution deferred becomes all too clearly
O’Brien defines the normalisation that he opposes
the revolution defeated. Hence the intransigent ’against’.
as the shift from the redistributive RDP (Reconstruction
But this is not a defeatist melancholia:
and Development Plan) to the market-oriented GEAR
“To return to periodization: the periods before and af- (Growth, Employment and Redistribution):
ter the transitional years 1990-1994 seemed to come to“To return to the concept of normalization: there is
gether around a question that was prominent in South
normalization
of ends and normalization of beginnings.
African cultural critique well before the final phase of
The sort of making normal that ended the abnormalities
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of apartheid no one could possibly be against. It is the
normalization–or the norming–of beginnings that is pernicious, the circumscription in advance of just where a
search for deep democracy could lead in politics, in economics, and in culture” (p. 7).

struggles to produce neocolonial conditions, O’Brien argues that normalisation must be consistently interrogated ’(most importantly “from below” by radical trade
unionists and intellectuals)’ (p. 4). If academics are to be
included in the category ’intellectuals’, in what sense can
they be said to be working from below? As universities
Is it possible to disengage these two processes of norin South Africa are dependent on State patronage then it
malization so neatly? The death-throws of the apartheid
is only necessary to jerk the purse strings and threaten
system did not simply unleash a vista of opportunity, the jobs of academics to stifle criticism. At a time when
rather it could be argued that the demise of apartheid in- ’it should no longer be possible to pursue oppositional
tensified levels of crime and social trauma as the contain- intellectual work without taking into account the instiment of the townships crumbled. These consequences tutional conditions of the production of that work’ (p. 8),
hardly presented an environment conducive to deepenO’Brien overestimates the radical potential of academe.
ing participatory civil society, and the ANC has openly
articulated its achievement as one of stabilization rather
In his visit to South Africa–’I have been making rethan immediate social justice. However one feels about search trips to many South African universities’ (p. 8)–he
the frustration, if not betrayal, of struggle hopes one can- appears to have visited only two historically black camnot simply ignore the limited choices presented by polit- puses. Hence he mistakenly, if graciously, attributes radical and economic realities.
ical credentials to his avowedly liberal white hosts. This
mirrors the somewhat predictable attribution of a radO’Brien notes that the phrase ’radical democracy’,
ical (i.e. socialist) tendency to the black masses, despite
borrowed from Laclau and Mouffe, is used ’in the spirit
the obvious and eager embrace of capitalist consumerism
of the nineteenth-century term “social democracy” or by this potentially revolutionary agency. Against Northe notion of economic democracy (neither ever yet at- malization raises provocative and timely questions about
tained by even the most advanced capitalist formations’ how South Africa is misread, and how local academics
(p. 7). So South Africa, so exemplary in its struggle cre- collude in the construction of flattering portraits of their
dentials, fits routinely into the normalizing global patown activities. What O’Brien does share with his South
tern of inequity. But is the destiny so fervently endorsed
African counterparts is a tendency to lament the pastby O’Brien really any more radical than current condi- ness of past victories while ignoring the present struggles
tions? Are ’economic democracy’, ’social democracy’, against virulent and reactionary processes of appropria’deep democracy’, posited as incompatible with reformed tion in which pro-capitalist liberal academics continue to
property relations within the envelope of neo-liberal cap- play their part. Today it is safer to lament the corruption
italism? Surely any claim to ’radical’ requires more than
of the ruling party than question the macro-economic
a commitment to democratic reformism within the ecopolicy (GEAR) which leaves apartheid-garnered wealth
nomic shell of the old regime?
undisturbed. To his credit, this is a ruse that O’Brien does
Endorsing the observation that it takes anti-colonial not internalise.
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